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White Paper: LEAN Improvement Through Process

ECOMPLETE

Mapping

ECOMPLETE is a comprehensive, fast-track solution to

Although we understand the concept of improvement, we may

help companies improve upon their existing eCommerce

not have a good understanding of the need for improvement

platform or enter into eCommerce for the first time. The

within our organization. After all, we have processes in place that

solution combines multiple modules to provide a single-

have gotten us to where we are today. We struggle at peak times

source solution that handles everything from click-to-

with staffing, overtime, congestion, and storage space, but maybe

ship of an order. These modules include Material

we are just at the capacity of our facility. Sometimes we need to

Handling Equipment and Automation, Operational

lose our comfort level to clear the first hurdle of the improvement

Readiness and Launch Support, Order Management

process and challenge ourselves to take a hard look at the way

Software, WMS/ERP Integration, WCS/WES Software, Site

we do things today.

Acquisition, Incentive Negotiation, and Front End Store
Development. These predesigned and pre-engineered
modules allow the project implementation to finish in a
fraction of the time a traditional project would require.
With years of experience in retail distribution and order
fulfillment, in light of changing business conditions due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, Hy-Tek and Johnson Stephens
Consulting recognized an opportunity to bring a
comprehensive and quick to implement fulfillment
solution to market: ECOMPLETE
“ECOMPLETE is designed to support ecommerce success
during the pandemic and long after business finds the

LEAN improvement can be defined as making a process or
operation better by removing wasteful practices.
Once we agree to probe our current operations to identify and
reduce any “waste” in the processes, we begin to look for:
1.

Redundant process steps.

2.

Process steps that are of no value.

3.

Process steps to be combined effectively.

Process mapping is a really good tool for identifying lean
opportunities.
Read White Paper
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new normal. From planning through implementation,
ECOMPLETE takes a fraction of the time of traditional
projects, accelerating ecommerce operations,” said
Sandy Stephens, Executive VP – Consulting & Solutions.
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